In this paper we established some fixed point and common fixed point theorem for sequence of fuzzy mappings and also taking rational inequalities which generalized the result of Heilpern [2], Lee, Cho, Lee and Kim [16] .
Preliminaries:
Fussy mappings: Let X be any metric linear spaces and d be any metric in X.A fuzzy set in X is a function with domain X and values in [0, 1] . If A is a fuzzy set and x X, the function value A(x) is called the grade of membership of x in A. The collection of all fuzzy sets in X is denoted by F(x).
Let
and .The level set of A, denoted by is denoted by ={x : A(x) } if .
, whenever B is closure of B.
Now we distinguish from the collection F(x) a sub collection of approximate quantities, denoted W(x).
Definition 2.1:
A fuzzy subset A of X is an approximate quantity iff it's -level set is a compact subset (non fuzzy) of X for each , and
When A and A( for some , we will identify A with an approximation of . Then we shall define a distance between two approximate quantities.
Definition 2.2:
Whenever dist. Is Hausdorf distance. The function is called -spaces, and a distance between A and B . it is easy to see that is non decreasing function of . We shall also define an order 0 the family W(x), which characterizes accuracy of a given quantity.
Definition 2.3:
Let A,B W(x). an approximate quantity A is more accurate then B, denoted by A iff A(x) B(x), for each x X. Now we introduce a notation of fuzzy mapping , i.e a mapping with value in the family of approximate quantities.
Definition 2.4:
Let X be an arbitrary set and Y be any metric linear space. F is called a fuzzy mapping iff F is mapping from the set X into W(Y), i.e . First of all we shall give here the basic properties of -space and -distance between some approximate quantities.
Lemma 3.1:
Let x X, A W(X) and {x} be a fuzzy set with membership function equal a characteristic function of set {x} , if {x} is subset of A then for each [0,1].
Lemma 3.2:
for any x,y X
Lemma 3.3:
if { } is subset of A then for each B W(X).
Lemma 3.4[15]:
Let (X,d) be a complete metric linear space, T be a fuzzzy mapping from X into W(X) and , then there exist such that coverges to o as n . hence from lemma 3.1, we conclude that
Remark:
If we put T=F and p=0, r=0, we get the result of Heilpern, S[54]
Now we are giving a new result which also includes rational inequalities and which is extended from of Lee, Cho [15] , Lee, Cho, Lee and Kim [16] for three mappings.
Theorem 2:
Let g be a non expansive mapping from complete metric spaces X, into itself. If is a sequence of fuzzy mappings from X into W(X) satisfying the following conditions: 
